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Since 2010, our process
has proven to bring value
to our clients.

TRANSACTIONAL
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With the traditional insurance bidding
process, renewal time typically starts
when the market is saturated. This
leads to rushed procurement of
insurance with client risks issues
being unnoticed and increased risk.
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Our approach leads to claims
reduction, reﬂecting RPI,
making you money, lowering
your long-term risk, and
building a lasting relationship
on trust.
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Safeguard and strengthen your company.
By implementing a risk management program your business will become healthier and safer.
Insurance is more than a transaction, it’s an investment that protects and strengthens your
organization.

Attain a risk manager who is an extension of your team.
We identify your exposures, and then design a plan tailored to help you reduce risk and
lower insurance costs in the long run. Then we monitor that plan to ensure it’s a perfect fit as
your business evolves.

$2,644

amount of premium saved
per hour of time invested
in our process

Get superior coverage at a competitive price.
By taking the time to identify exposures and implement programs to reduce risk, your
organization can secure better coverage at a fair price. Our clients have saved on average
17 percent in the ﬁrst year.

And…Do it all at no additional cost to you.
You’ll find the process requires very little work on your end and no additional cost.
We make the investment to get to know you and want to earn the right to be your insurance
and risk manager.
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